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About this original series 
Brooklyn neighborhoods are full of great stories and Neighborhood Beat was created to tell 
them. The Neighborhood Beat series strives to introduce “Brooklyn to Brooklyn” by encouraging 
viewers to become tourists at home. http://www.bricartsmedia.org/bit 

Evoking both whimsy and disquiet, Jen Ferguson is an awesome DUMBO-
based painter whose work encompasses everything from monsters to 
architecture. She even has a series on Brooklyn bridges. Let’s go check out her 
fascinating artistic process. For more information on Jen Ferguson contact: 
http://www.jenferguson.com 
 
From Brooklyn Independent Television's Neighborhood Beat: Best of Art, 
episode 2. Original air date 4/26/2012. http://www.bricartsmedia.org/bit 
 

 



 
HBO’s ‘Luck’ lives on 
in the world of art 
By Dan Greenfield 
June 24, 2013 | 5:58pm 

HBO’s “Luck,” which starred Dustin Hoffman and Nick Nolte, barely made it out 
of the gate before the net’s execs put a bullet into it last year after one season. 
But the show has lived on in the paints and pens of Brooklyn-based artist Jen 
Ferguson, with the web series “Out of Luck,” which wraps its run this week. 
“One of the writers on ‘Luck,’ filmmaker Sherri Bylander, was a fan and collector 
of my work and gave one of my racetrack pieces to Luck’s creator, David Milch,” 
Ferguson said, explaining the web series’ genesis. “John Perrotta, a screenwriter 
and consultant on Luck and professional horse racing expert, saw that work and 
asked me to work with him when he resurrected the saga online. 
“It’s extraordinary what can happen when one small piece of art hangs on an 
office wall: David Milch invited me to meet with him to discuss art and racing and 
Luck, and I have had this fantastic opportunity to work with John Perrotta, who 
is truly one of the great racetrack insiders, as well as a fantastic writer who 
captures the drama and nuances of the track.” 
“Out of Luck,” picks up where Luck — which was axed in controversy over the 
deaths of horses during production — ended. The storylines, which are provided 
in script and illustration, “are based on what might have actually happened had 
the show continued, since Perrotta was a big part of the writing,” Ferguson said. 
“It’s a dramatic saga that touches on a few distinct groups at the racetrack: the 
gamblers (“the Degenerates” in Luck), the trainers, owners and racetrack 
operators, and even the horses themselves. 



“It’s easy to get pulled into their various quandaries. Things have been heating up 
in anticipation of this week’s finale and I’m pretty sure our readers are going to 
be surprised and thrilled with what transpires,” Ferguson said. “It’s been fun to 
translate the characters into my style; not realistic but hopefully capturing 
something of their personalities in the drawing. John told me several of the 
actors have seen Out of Luck and love both the art and story.” 
The web series is published at America’s Best Racing, a website created by the 
Jockey’s Club. 
Ferguson has also had the opportunity to do other work for the site, including art 
for the Triple Crown races. For the Belmont Stakes, she said she was inspired by 
Italian noir poster art. 
Her interest in the track lgoes back to early childhood, she recalled, when she was 
obsessed with drawing horses and jockeys out of “The Blood-Horse” magazines 
she got from her uncle, who owned and raced thoroughbreds. In 2009, she 
published a book of drawings and stories based on expeditions to Aqueduct titled, 
“Railbirds: My Life at the Track.” She spent last August working on drawings at 
Saratoga Race Course and plans to return for the 2013 meet. 
“I’m interested in creating a new way to portray the thrill and drama of 
thoroughbred racing,” she noted. 
“The track is a great place to draw characters; people tend to stay in one place for 
a while, no one notices I’m drawing them and no one bothers you. In fact, the 
atmosphere at the track is quite convivial, which seems counterintuitive, but let’s 
just say that luck is a shared experience. 
“Nowhere will you experience pathos and empathy the way you will at a 
racetrack. People are helpful, the track personnel is friendly and you feel like 
everyone’s on your side, from the courtesy bus driver to the jockeys, to the teller 
at the betting window,” Ferguson said. “People tend to be doing a lot of math and 
concentrating in between races, so I don’t feel out of place scribbling madly in my 
sketchbook. There are lots of places to spread out with your papers (although the 
new casino at Aqueduct has taken over much of the prized table space, which I’m 
not happy about). 
“In addition to all the great drawing you can do inside the grandstand, there’s 
also the challenge of drawing horses outside in the paddock and on the track — 
no easy feat. 
“As I like to say, you’re trying to draw one of nature’s most magnificent creatures 
alongside one of nature’s, perhaps, least magnificent.” 



The final episode of “Out of Luck” can be found here (as well as links to the 
previous eps): http://www.followhorseracing.com/en/the-latest/blogs/2013/06/23/out-
of-luck-the-big-one/ 
Pardon the pun, but Ferguson has had an illustrious career. Her work spans 
large-scale oil painting and small sketches and watercolors. She mostly taught 
herself but she also studied at Pratt Institute and elsewhere. You can find out 
tons more about her atwww.jenferguson.com. I highly recommend you pay her a 
virtual visit. 

 

 

“Me at aqueduct this year. I did finally get a media pass! NYRA has been great to me on that 
end.” (Jen Ferguson) 
HBO’s “Luck,” which starred Dustin Hoffman and Nick Nolte, barely made it out 
of the gate before the net’s execs put a bullet into it last year after one season. 
But the show has lived on in the paints and pens of Brooklyn-based artist Jen 
Ferguson, with the web series “Out of Luck,” which wraps its run this week. 
“One of the writers on ‘Luck,’ filmmaker Sherri Bylander, was a fan and collector 
of my work and gave one of my racetrack pieces to Luck’s creator, David Milch,” 
Ferguson said, explaining the web series’ genesis. “John Perrotta, a screenwriter 
and consultant on Luck and professional horse racing expert, saw that work and 
asked me to work with him when he resurrected the saga online. 
“It’s extraordinary what can happen when one small piece of art hangs on an 
office wall: David Milch invited me to meet with him to discuss art and racing and 
Luck, and I have had this fantastic opportunity to work with John Perrotta, who 
is truly one of the great racetrack insiders, as well as a fantastic writer who 
captures the drama and nuances of the track.” 



“Out of Luck,” picks up where Luck — which was axed in controversy over the 
deaths of horses during production — ended. The storylines, which are provided 
in script and illustration, “are based on what might have actually happened had 
the show continued, since Perrotta was a big part of the writing,” Ferguson said. 
“It’s a dramatic saga that touches on a few distinct groups at the racetrack: the 
gamblers (“the Degenerates” in Luck), the trainers, owners and racetrack 
operators, and even the horses themselves. 
“It’s easy to get pulled into their various quandaries. Things have been heating up 
in anticipation of this week’s finale and I’m pretty sure our readers are going to 
be surprised and thrilled with what transpires,” Ferguson said. “It’s been fun to 
translate the characters into my style; not realistic but hopefully capturing 
something of their personalities in the drawing. John told me several of the 
actors have seen Out of Luck and love both the art and story.” 
The web series is published at America’s Best Racing, a website created by the 
Jockey’s Club. 
Ferguson has also had the opportunity to do other work for the site, including art 
for the Triple Crown races. For the Belmont Stakes, she said she was inspired by 
Italian noir poster art. 
Her interest in the track lgoes back to early childhood, she recalled, when she was 
obsessed with drawing horses and jockeys out of “The Blood-Horse” magazines 
she got from her uncle, who owned and raced thoroughbreds. In 2009, she 
published a book of drawings and stories based on expeditions to Aqueduct titled, 
“Railbirds: My Life at the Track.” She spent last August working on drawings at 
Saratoga Race Course and plans to return for the 2013 meet. 
“I’m interested in creating a new way to portray the thrill and drama of 
thoroughbred racing,” she noted. 
“The track is a great place to draw characters; people tend to stay in one place for 
a while, no one notices I’m drawing them and no one bothers you. In fact, the 
atmosphere at the track is quite convivial, which seems counterintuitive, but let’s 
just say that luck is a shared experience. 
“Nowhere will you experience pathos and empathy the way you will at a 
racetrack. People are helpful, the track personnel is friendly and you feel like 
everyone’s on your side, from the courtesy bus driver to the jockeys, to the teller 
at the betting window,” Ferguson said. “People tend to be doing a lot of math and 
concentrating in between races, so I don’t feel out of place scribbling madly in my 
sketchbook. There are lots of places to spread out with your papers (although the 
new casino at Aqueduct has taken over much of the prized table space, which I’m 
not happy about). 



“In addition to all the great drawing you can do inside the grandstand, there’s 
also the challenge of drawing horses outside in the paddock and on the track — 
no easy feat. 
“As I like to say, you’re trying to draw one of nature’s most magnificent creatures 
alongside one of nature’s, perhaps, least magnificent.” 
The final episode of “Out of Luck” can be found here (as well as links to the 
previous eps): http://www.followhorseracing.com/en/the-latest/blogs/2013/06/23/out-
of-luck-the-big-one/ 
Pardon the pun, but Ferguson has had an illustrious career. Her work spans 
large-scale oil painting and small sketches and watercolors. She mostly taught 
herself but she also studied at Pratt Institute and elsewhere. You can find out 
tons more about her atwww.jenferguson.com. I highly recommend you pay her a 
virtual visit. 
 
 
 



 
"This piece was commissioned and published by the Jockey Club's website Amercia's Best 
Racing (same as for OUT OF LUCK) earlier this month for the Belmont Stakes. It's a movie 
poster interpretation based on old Italian Film Noir posters."Photo: Jen Ferguson 
 
 



 
 

 
THE NEW YORK COMICS SYMPOSIUM: JEN 
FERGUSON 
BY THE NEW YORK COMICS & PICTURE-STORY SYMPOSIUM 
JUNE 21ST, 2013 

   
The New York Comics & Picture-Story Symposium is a weekly forum for discussing the 
tradition and future of text/image work. Open to the public, it meets Monday nights 7-9pm 
EST in New York City. Presentations vary weekly and include everything from historical 
topics and technical demonstrations to creators presenting their work. Check out upcoming 
meetings here. 
Bluestockings Bookstore hosted the Symposium this week for artist Jen Ferguson’s talk 
about her racetrack drawings. Primarily a fine artist, Ferguson has also been drawing at New 
York racetracks for the past decade. As an art student at Pratt, she drew on-location at train 
stations and other public venues and thought, “why not the track?” 
 
Ferguson draws at two local tracks; the Aqueduct and Belmont Park (although she was also 
invited to draw at the upstate Saratoga Race Course). First making quick pencil and 
watercolor sketches on site, Ferguson later works them up to finals at her studio. Working 
stealthily and wearing a hat and “schlumpy” clothing to blend in, Ferguson also shoots 
reference photos with a small camera at hip-level. Although there aren’t many women at the 
track, the crowd doesn’t take much notice of her except to suggest that she might be a cop or 
an IRS agent. Ferguson loves that laid-back attitude; there are “no pretensions,” just “people 
just being themselves.” 

Ferguson finds racetracks full of strange characters, desolate and haunting architecture, and, 
of course, horses in motion. She began her presentation by showing works by other artists 
who’ve been similarly drawn to this setting: Degas, Toulouse-Lautrec, and Albert Ryder. As 
someone partial to Ronald Searle’s approach to depicting horses, Ferguson especially prizes 
racetrack art that expresses the personalities of the people, horses, and atmosphere. 

She focuses on the little details that give the track character: the chatty driver of the Courtesy 
Bus between the track and the subway, the logic betters use to choose their horses, the old 



bars (many of which have closed or become part of a new casino), and the colorful 
vocabulary regulars use to describe the horses, jockeys, and each other. “Stoopers,” for 
instance, are betters who lean over the rail, and are also called “railbirds” (the title of 
Ferguson’s book of racetrack sketches and vignettes that came out in 2009). 

Saying that she does “accentuate some of the grotesqueness” of the crowd’s features, 
Ferguson remarked that they’re not too far from reality. Many of the people at the track are 
compelling subjects to draw because of their expressive faces and bodies. Unlike the swell 
crowd in the “Here Comes the Lamb” Victorian racetrack illustration, the modern-day regulars 
are working class. Fancier people only show up on big stakes days and hang out in the 
winner’s circle. However, with their exaggerated hats, makeup, and outsize personalities, 
they are no less interesting to look at than the usual crowd. 

John Perrotta, a writer for the HBO horse-racing show Luck, saw Ferguson’s art through the 
show’s director, David Milch. After the series was cancelled, Perrotta began serializing the 
remaining Luck scripts on the web with Ferguson’s illustrations. You can see these 
stories here. 
Having amply demonstrated her devotion to the track, Ferguson recently got her NYRA (New 
York Racing Administration) Media credentials, giving her greater access to races and 
events. 

Ferguson ended the talk with her childhood drawing of a horse. Drawing horses was one of 
the first reasons she got into art, and she keeps this interest alive and well as she returns to 
the racetrack to draw. 

About the author: Andrea Tsurumi is a NY-based illustrator and cartoonist recently graduated 
from SVA’s Illustration MFA program. You can see her work here and check out her latest 
projects here. 
 

 



FANCHILD; arts review blog by Adam Mcgovern 
mcgovernix.wordpress.com     
January 7, 2014 
 

 
Jen Ferguson 
I admired this artist’s murals from across the ocean of the internet, between my 
desk and the edge of the Earth at Red Hook, Brooklyn. Never made it out there 
but these images are personal wherever you are. Like snapshots of punchinello 
paparazzi or a merry Hieronymus Bosch, the whimsical grotesques are in the 
good mood that drink shields you with, a visual tonic at the back of Sandy-hit 
and still-standing Sunny’s Bar on the historic New York waterfront. The 
apparitions start without you in this parade of skyscraper-headed humanoids 
teetering next to impish devils breathing foggily on a warming Earth and badass 
Santas driving several-child open sleighs — along with festive colossal squids 
under Howard Finster-esque floating musicians and rodeo-riding chefs on 
mutant lobsters, bucking like one of the capitalist Four Horsemen of Waylande 
Gregory fountain sculptures repeated as cartoon. This was a funhouse mirror 
that flattered and reassured while neither masking nor magnifying the perils it 
satirized. It all goes down better with art, the creation whose canvas flaps 
against ecological catastrophe and rough historic seasons, and Ferguson’s 
unsinkable wit is a life worth imitating. 
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On Their Level
Serious art meets the finger-painting set.
By Susan Avery Published May 1, 2006

ittle kids at art exhibits are usually craning their necks from
their strollers or perched atop their parents’ shoulders. So,

artist Jen Ferguson thought, why not move the pieces down to their
eye level? This weekend, her Dumbo space, Art in Chaos, will go
completely accessible to under-four-footers. Ferguson will spend
the few days before the opening lowering the works to 36 inches
above the floor (the usual is 65 to 75 inches). While known for her
giant expressionist oils of city landmarks, Ferguson says she
amuses herself by painting other pieces that play off nursery
rhymes and fairy tales, some two dozen of which will be the basis of
this show, “A Is for Art.” (In one watercolor, Humpty Dumpty
jumps into a pool; others represent a tea party of baboons and the
three billy goats gruff lumbering across the Brooklyn Bridge while a
troll spies from below.) How does she plan to enforce the
don’t-touch rule? “If a kid touches a painting, it’s not the end of the
world,” says Ferguson. “They’re not walking around with a razor
blade. Actually, I’m more likely to have an adult touch a painting.”

Ferguson is also stocking the gallery with munchkin-size furniture, kid-friendly snacks, and even a
low-hung doorbell at the entrance to her fifth-floor loft. The one area that will be off-limits is her work
space. “I’m very messy,” she admits. “A teacher told me I’d never be successful because my palette was a
mess.” Ah, the perks of being an adult: Nobody makes you clean up your room.

Opening 5/6 from noon to 6 p.m., then every weekend in May; Art in Chaos, 45 Main St., nr. Front St., Ste. 501, Dumbo, Brooklyn (718-222-4860 or artinchaos.com); free.

Related:

Articles by Susan Avery
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